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Directions

(All stitching is done with a 1/4" seam allowance)

Star Block
Each star is made of 4 equal parts or corners. Rotate each corner to set colors in opposite placement.
Cutting;
(2)
2-1/2” strip of each Star Color
(4)
2-1/2” strip of background

Sub-cut as need for each Star Block
Sub-cut as need for each Star Block

Note: Per block – need 2 Star color choices and 1 background choice.
Star color 1
Cut (1) 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rect. Cut (4) total per block
Star color 2
Background

Cut (2) 2-1/2” squares
Cut (3) 2-1/2” squares

Cut (8) total per block
Cut (12) total per block

Construction;
Need 4 per
 Draw (1) diagonal line on each background square and half the star color 2 squares.
block
 Place (1) background square on top of each star color 1 rectangle, stitch on
diagonal line.
 Press to corner, trim back.
 Repeat for bottom of the rectangle with the star color 2 square.
 Combine background square with star color 2 combined square.
 Press to background.
 Combine new rectangle with star color 1 rectangle to make 1 corner unit.
 Combine 3 more corner units in the above manner with this color combination to make (1) Star Block.
 To make all (9) blocks; mix colors in various combinations with the background, set aside.

Wreath Block





Trace all appliqué components of the Wreath Block.
Cut a 9” square of background (use different background than star block).
Use your favorite method to fuse the individual pieces to block.
Machine or hand stitch in place, make 4 block total.

Side Triangles/Corners/Borders
Sides; Cut (2) 14” squares of Side Triangle choice, sub-cut 2 x diagonally to equal (8) Side Triangles.
Corners; Cut (2) 10” squares of Side Triangle choice, sub-cut 1 x diagonally to equal (4) corners.
 Lay blocks out as pictured with Side Triangles and Corners included in layout.
 Stitch in diagonal rows 2 blocks at a time, until you have completed all rows, then stitch rows together to form quilt body.
 Square the Quilt before adding the Borders.
1st Border; Cut (5) 2” strips of 1st Border choice, join end to end to create a long strip, add to quilt body.
2nd Border; Cut (5) 3-1/2” strips of Dark Border choice, sub-cut into 3-1/2” squares
Cut (4) 3-1/2” strips of Light Border choice, sub-cut into 3-1/2” x 6” rectangles.
Construct with Light Border choice as a base, add (1) 3-1/2” square Dark choice to right corner, stitch diagonally across the
corner, press to corner and trim. Repeat for left corner crossing over right corner triangle, need 28 total border blocks.
To make as a strip for each side of quilt body, need 7 per side; stitch 6 border blocks end to end in a strip and cut the 7 th
block in the middle. Add each half block to each end of the strip.
Make 2 strips without corner blocks, then 2 strips with corner blocks added to each end of prepared strips.
Add strips to quilt body by adding 2 strips without corners to opposite side before adding strips with corners.

Quilt as desired, add Binding to finished quilt and enjoy!
Finished quilt size – 48” x 48”

Wreath Block
Templates

All the Trimmings
Fabric Requirements

E814 60G-Hunter Gold
1/4 yard

E813 60G-Hunter Gold
1/4 yard

E814 33G-Cream Gold
1/4 yard

E813 33G-Cream Gold
3/4 yard

E811 33G-Cream Gold
1/4 yard

E810 33G-Cream Gold
1/8 yard

E814 78G Scarlet Gold
1/4 yard

E813 78G-Scarlet Gold
1/2 yard

E811 78G-Scarlet Gold
1/4 yard

E816 78G-Scarlet Gold
1/4 yard

E814 4G-Black Gold

E813 4G-Black Gold

1/4 Yard

E816 33G-Cream Gold

1-1/2 yards

E811 4G-Black Gold

1 yard

E817 21G-Teal Gold

1 yard

E811 60G-Hunter Gold
1/4 yard

1/4 yard

E817 33G-Cream Gold

1/2 yard

E810 60G Hunter Green
1/8 yard

E810 4G-Black Gold

E817 60G-Hunter Gold

3/4 yard

1/4 yard

E816 4G-Black Gold

1/4 yard

